
HUB Bby Meeting Oct 12, 2021: 6:30 PM 

Attendees: Cathy, James, Moreno, Debbie, Joe, David, Scott, Fiona, Simon, Nathan 

Agenda Item Discussion 
1. Minutes of 
previous mtg 

Minutes adopted as read 

2. letter to Zeralynne 
with feedback after 
TP mtg & response 
from her 

Cathy read letter out and Zeralynne’s response of thanks. She also shared 
Alison Gu’s response saying she will bring our recommendations up with 
staff and council and expects to see them incorporated in the TP. 

3. CoB Long range 
cycle network 

James shared the map; grouped discussed how to approach feedback-will 
comment on several key routes we don’t want them to act on and routes 
we want such as Winston; will also rank them in order of priority; ACTION: 
everybody to put ideas for response in chat; Cathy will get response in by 
Oct 19 

4. response to our 
letter to city asking 
what spent prev yr 
on cycling  

Response indicated $900,000 for cycling in 2022 (Cathy wrote Alison 
indicating not correct); indicated there will be resource dedicated to 
cycling and a capital budget. David noted clearly approach to separating 
things out in the budget not implemented, this not credible. ACTION: 
Discuss this with mayor when we meet Nov 24, 5PM. Also, plan to prepare 
cycling project budget list in response to draft budget in early 2022. All to 
think about topics to share with mayor-share with Cathy. 

5. Transportation 
Safety Committee 

Cathy noted Ken stepping down as HUB rep. Group discussed the fact that 
we don’t have a vote (Port Moody HUB rep votes). Decided we should get 
Ken’s thoughts on value of being on committee before anyone volunteers. 
ACTION: Cathy asking Joe Keithley can Ken be replaced with another HUB 
member. 

6. Ride with Alison 
Gu 

Discussed plan –decided we’d start near Brentwood to show concerns with 
Willingdon Linear Park then Lougheed/Willingdon intersection and down 
to Quebec and First protected intersection. James noted he and Natasha 
could accompany Alison from there/her area. ACTION: Moreno will send 
out plan to be shared with Alison.  

7. Gilmore MUP 
letter 

Debbie reviewed all safety concerns which covered in letter and that has 
decided to ask for delegation as letters to Traffic Safety often ignored. 
Cathy thinks something like map 

8. Go by Bike Week Joe and James discussed; very wet week; Mon at Bby Hospital-4 cyclists in 
2 hrs; Thurs at Home Depot-16 in 2 hrs, LaFarge Truck driver to show 
cyclists all the places where driver wouldn’t see cyclists; QR codes not well 
understood by cyclists; James has photos ACTION:will share 

9. Adjournment Meeting adjourned at 8:25 
 


